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Abstract: Quality of Service (QoS) plays a vital role in the reservation of resources within service oriented distributed systems and has been widely worked on well established paradigm of Grid Computing. Cloud Computing using the concept of virtualization creates new challenges for improvement in Quality of Service. Today Cloud Computing is emerging as most widespread technology in every field of data storage and resource sharing over the network. Getting into this new emerging technology, quality performance measures need to be improved for the ease of data availability, resource utilization, cost, response time, restoration and number of parameters. The paper emphasizes on the research gap for the improvement of Quality of Services in Cloud Computing. In all the paper enlighten the researches that has been done relevant to QoS in Cloud Computing and future research is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Quality-of-Service (QoS) in cloud computing is defined in terms of allocating resources to the application that guarantees a service level along dimensions such as performance, availability and reliability. Earlier QoS has been an issue in many of the Distributed Computing technology as Grid Computing. The purpose of this paper is to address QoS especially in the reference of Cloud Computing and its related research gap. The paper discusses the QoS parameters and the term virtualization in Cloud Computing. The paper also depicts a brief study done on QoS provisioning in Grids. And as we move towards the technology to enable it in Cloud Computing QoS need to be improved through various algorithms for cost optimization as partial critical path [1], resource management techniques [2][3].

Various techniques are used to improve the quality of service over cloud computing. Virtualization technique of cloud computing has moved its steps towards optimized resource utilization and methods to access data stored with high availability and restoration [4][5]. Various work has been done for quality improvement and security of data over the cloud computing [6][7]. The paper provides a direction about early research works on Quality of Service in cloud environment, that categorize the contributions according to relevant areas and methods used. [8][9]. Most of the present day organizations have moved to cloud computing for the data storage. Even largest online retailers with a number of operations in world’s leading countries and wide spreading operations across the globe depend on cloud services. The e-commerce has emerged as a enlarged role in the cloud computing space with its Amazon Web Services (AWS)[10][11][12][13]. Commercial fields are also one of the leading providers of on-demand Customer Relationship Management (CRM) softwares which enables organizations for the better management of secured operations and inhabits services such as sales force automation, customer service and support, marketing automation, document management, analytics and custom application development. Other most widely used web-based portal Facebook Inc. creates social networks that has large and continuous access of heavy data. Also Microsoft offers support services as consultation, training and certification for developers [14][15]. Since these organizations serve a huge data resources based on Cloud Computing, it needs to be reliable and ease of access to the user moving steps towards the Quality of Service. Quality of service also depends on the usage of resources in different environment that can be categorized as:

1) Private Cloud Computing ➔ It is the virtualization of resources used for single organization and provide virtual environment that can be internally or externally hosted.
2) Community Cloud Computing ➔ In community cloud computing, virtual environment resources are shared by several organizations and are externally hosted. Also it may be internally hosted by one organization.
3) Public Cloud Computing ➔ In public cloud computing, resources and services are provisioned for open use for the public by particular organization that also hosts the service.
4) Hybrid Cloud computing ➔ This type of cloud computing is composition of two or more cloud that remain unique entities but are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple deployment models that can be internally and externally hosted [16].

1.1 Benefits of Cloud Computing

Self-Service ➔ Cloud Computing provide a benefit of self-service that allow user to launch application without any cloud service provider. It also designs how the service will be requested from the self-service web-based portal and designs the request fulfillment process, where quality of service can better defined by filtering methods [17].

On-demand ➔ Cloud Computing provide the services as per the request of the user that automatically fulfill the process of request.
Elastic capacity  ➔ Cloud computing also provides the feature of elasticity that enhance the feature with ability of a system to increase the workload on its current and additional dynamically added on demand hardware resources. Due to virtualization scalability of data center networks are improved [18].

High availability and resiliency  ➔ It provides the ease and high availability of resources and services to the cloud computer users. In other words it can be said that Cloud Computing can be so designed that the service status can be monitored effectively.

Pay as you go  ➔ Cloud Computing develops the service-based cost model and provides cost efficient services so that the user has to pay only for the services they need based on their requirements. Unit price is so defined and designed to induct metering into the services so as to measure consumption.

1.2 Cloud Deployment Models

The Cloud represents an evolution in distributed computing that takes advantage of technology as virtualization. Different types of deployment models are as follow:

1) SaaS (software as a service) – This model enables users to access cloud provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through a thin client interface such as web browser. Common platforms providing software as a service are Salesforce.com, Google Apps and Google Mail.

2) PaaS (platform as a service) – The model enables the users to deploy applications onto the Cloud to be run on preferred development environment or programming language supported by the Cloud. The application developers are freed from the task of installation of Integrated Development Environment(IDE) and focus on the application code. Standard platforms facilitating this model are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC3), Force.com, and Google AppEngine.

3) IaaS (infrastructure as a service) – In this model the user has the facility for provisioning processing, storage, networks and other computing resources and to deploy and run arbitrary software which can include operating systems and applications. Amazon Private Cloud is the most common IaaS solution to cloud users.

2. QoS in Grid Computing And Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing being the current stage in the evolution of on demand information technology services and products within the Distributed Systems and draws heavily on the principles and base of Grid and Utility Computing [19, 20]. In any technology guarantees need to be in place that commit a certain level of performance and involves resources reservation control and monitoring mechanisms for service requirement. There has been much confusion over the term Cloud Computing due to its relative infancy within computer science, its extensive generalized use by industry and the lack of consensus on what a Cloud really is. Today the dynamics of the Internet economy has changed and the recreation of e-commerce as a new source and technology growth within businesses has increased. The following techniques guaranty the QoS that are highly related to Cloud Computing [21].

Resource Management

Grid Computing gave the concept of Resource management that encompasses the dynamic allocation of tasks to computational resource and requires a scheduler that enhance the performance. QoS is enabled in Grids which is enhanced in cloud computing by the scheduling of tasks [22], which guarantees that resource requirements of an application that are strictly supported, but resources are not over provision. Sequences of tasks are represented as workflows, directed graphs comprised of precedent constrained nodes, which each represent the specific ordered invocation of a service on computation resources to process a given task.

Moving towards Cloud Computing reducing these complexities various algorithms are developed monitoring tools, path scheduling and are essential in ascertaining the availability of resources and providing feedback to schedulers [23], where performance is characterized by the amount of useful work accomplished in comparison to the time and resources used. Monitoring tools are also essential in providing fault tolerance and the migration of tasks [24,25, 26].

Service Level Agreement Standardization

The importance of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) guarantees the reliability of the resources and services provided to the users. The Web Services Agreement is one such standardization by the Open Grid Forum.

The specification consists of three parts which involves the following:

- A schema for specifying an agreement.
- A schema for specifying an agreement template.
- A set of operations for managing an agreements life-cycle.

The life-cycle model does not accommodate the dynamic nature of the Grid economy, providing facilities to negotiate and renegotiate an agreement. The current research in QoS within Grid is concentrated on this problem. Another cutting edge topic of research surrounding QoS in Grid Computing is solving problems related to risk assessment and dependability of service providers and is being tackled by projects such as Assess Grid. The Cloud Computing also finds issues in providing guarantees within two parties and need to be improved for sort. Standardizing aspects of SLAs improves the clarity and increases the understanding of SLAs for cloud services in the market in particular by highlighting and providing information on the concepts usually covered by SLAs [27].

Virtualization

Cloud computing system uses the concept of virtualization that is an important development in Computer Science an efficient access of one or more complete computer systems, data centres, virtual machines and other hardware resources. It provides very ease and efficient access of data over the...
Virtualization in Cloud Computing combines the following design that is divided as hardware, hypervisor, virtual machines and Cloud Service Provider Management Layer. In virtualization technology, hypervisor is a program that manages multiple OS or multiple instances of the same operating system on a single machine. It is also known as virtual machine monitor (VMM) or virtualization monitors as it manages the system's resources to allocate what each operating system requires, where a hypervisor runs on a system indicated as host machine. Each virtual machine has its own processor, memory and other hardware resources, where virtual machine (VM) is an operating system or application environment that is installed on software which imitates dedicated hardware.

The Virtual Machines requests the Cloud Service Provider for the services that is managed by CSP management layer. Thus cloud provider offers some component of cloud computing i.e. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) or Platform as a Service (PaaS) to other businesses, organizations or individuals.

Virtualization technology provides a better effort to maintain the resources offered to the users which have the following attributes as multi-tenancy, highly scalable and elastic, self-provisioned, pay-per-use price model [28], where multi-tenancy is data and application in a VM share the same physical resources with other VM which can have a malicious behavior [29][30]. The impact of virtualization in the commercial environment can be best seen in the amazon ec2 data center that has optimized the cost of services [31].

One smart way to view "cloud" is as a new evolution of IT service delivery from a remote location, involving multi-tenant environments enabled by virtualization as compared to grid computing [32]. Cloud architecture is underpinned and enabled by commodity hardware on top of which virtual machines are provisioned and offered to consumers. Elasticity is an important component of cloud computing, but it is both a feature and a natural result of the main drivers of cloud computing: economies of scale, improved efficiency and speed. As said, the lack of a settled and universal "cloud" definition means businesses need to make their cloud services work for them. A business needs to define its goals and objectives for a cloud computing offering as well as the benefits sought, and look for providers that will maximize those advantages. Simply being located in the cloud is not enough; nor should the possibility of cost savings be a permanent, compelling reason to adopt. Even though cloud is a new delivery method, it must conform to the old rules of producing superior business.

3. Related Work

A continuous work is being done to improve Quality of Service in Cloud Computing. In this section overview of research is being presented. Although a lot of work has been done by the researchers in the field of Quality of Service of Cloud Computing, still there are challenges that is to be improved in reference to various parameters of Quality of Service[33]. Various approaches are made for the better performance of the Services and to improve the Quality of Service in Cloud Computing that will be studied and developed further [34]. Thus Cloud Computing provides methods and techniques to these challenges that includes virtualization of resources in all aspects for the ease of data access on distributed network, securing data on cloud computing, exploring the current situations of quality improvement of data availability and restoration, cost optimality on cloud computing, improving performance measure and assurance, ease for usability at the end users [35].

As it is popularly said that “Quality matters a lot than Quantity”, and when we talk about the data quality stored in large number it defines various parameters as performance, availability and service quality. These parameters can further be specified as restoration of data, load balancing, reliability, data management and so on which has a vital role in improving Quality of Service. Quality of Service has its own importance in every aspect for better improvement of performance. As a consequence for further Cloud Computing research we identify a large number of problems that need to be addressed. Cloud computing is changing more and more services on Internet[36][37][38]. The Quality of Service (QoS) will decrease if the data centre is far from the end users. In such a multi-cloud environment, applications based on cloud should make choices of how to use these resources. Security in cloud computing is also very important. Lots of works have been done to resolve this problem. In multi-cloud, security problem is more important and difficult[39]. With such a standard security management, cooperation in multi-cloud providers can be achieved[40]. The cost of VM is dynamically changing with the application requirements. Less VMs than needed leads to a high resource utilization. More VMs than needed will cause a waste of resource. The standard of the needed number is based on QoS [41][42][43][44].
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4. QoS Characteristics in Cloud Computing

Quality of Service parameters as performance, reliability, cost, response time, security etc builds an important characteristics in Cloud Computing [45][46]. Cloud computing is rapidly developing and becoming more and more attractive for Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) as well as large organizations. Low cost, high efficiency and scalability are very significant in the environment of large data stored over the network, which is becoming a trend. In cloud computing, environment cost is a critical measure for both providers with an objective that the services provided to the users are low in cost as well as the profit earned by the service providers is maximized. For fulfilling some conflicting objectives while ensuring QoS efficient algorithm need to be developed [47][48].

Researchers have suggested that Cloud computing is an operation model that integrates many technological advancements of the last decade such as virtualization, web services, and SLA management for enterprise applications. Therefore it has been identified that characterizing cloud systems will require use of diverse modeling techniques to scope with such technological heterogeneity. The QoS modeling literature is extensive, making it difficult to have a comprehensive view of the available techniques and their current applications to cloud computing problems. Still a lot of work is to be done in this direction to make the cloud computing more effective and optimized and ease of access for the end users by various techniques [49].

QoS Characteristics in Cloud Computing:

Implementation of Cloud Computing in the fast growing technologies have improved a lot in the direction of quality of service. Quality of service in Cloud Computing is a wide area to be worked on and include number of parameters as follows:

Accountability ➔ This group of QoS attributes is used to measure various Cloud provider specific characteristics. This is important to build trust of a customer on any Cloud provider. No organization will want to deploy its applications, and store their critical data in a place where their is no accountability of security exposures and compliance. Functions critical to accountability, which SMI considers when measuring and scoring services, include auditability, compliance, data ownership, provider ethicality, sustainability etc.

Agility ➔ The most important advantage of Cloud computing is that it adds to the agility of an organization. The organization can expand and change quickly without much expenditure. Agility in SMI is measured as a rate of change metric, showing how quickly new capabilities are integrated into IT as needed by the business. When considering a Cloud service’s agility, organizations want to understand whether the service is elastic, portable, adaptable and flexible.

Cost ➔ The first question that arises in the mind of organizations before switching to Cloud computing is that whether it is cost-effective or not. Therefore, cost is clearly one of the vital attributes for IT and the business. Cost tends to be the single most quantifiable metric today, but it is important to express cost in the characteristics which are relevant to a particular business organization. On-Demand cost can be collected only for the usage of resources. It does not include any minimum charges. And in this ranking scheme on demand cost can be calculated by VM cost, data cost and storage cost. Reserving the resources may reduce the cost compared to on demand cost. But in includes onetime registration cost. Therefore reservation cost can be calculated.

Performance ➔ There are many different solutions offered by Cloud providers addressing the IT needs of different organizations. Each solution has different performance in terms of functionality, service response time, accuracy, stability, interoperability, suitability etc. These organizations need to understand through these properties how well their applications will perform on the different Clouds and whether these deployments meet their expectations [47][48].

Assurance ➔ This characteristic indicates the likelihood of a Cloud service that it will perform as expected or promised in the SLA. Every organization looks to expand their business and provide better services to their customers. Therefore availability, reliability, resiliency and service stability become an important factor for them before they decide switching to Cloud services [49][50].

Security and Privacy ➔ Data protection and privacy are the important concerns of nearly every organization. Hosting data in other organizations control is always a critical issue which require stringent security policies employed by Cloud providers [51]. For instance, Financial organizations generally require high compliance regulations involving data integrity and privacy. Security and Privacy is also multi-dimensional in nature and include many attributes such as privacy, confidentiality, data loss and integrity.

Usability ➔ For fast usage of Cloud services, the usability plays an important role. The more easy to use and learn a Cloud service is, more faster an organization can switch to Cloud services. The usability of a Cloud service can depend on multiple factors such as accessibility, installability, learnability, operability etc.

Further for the better performance, the service response time should be minimum so that fast service can be made available for usage. Stability is defined as the variability in the performance of a service. For storage, it is the variance in average read and Stability is defined as the variability in the performance of a service [52]. Accuracy of the service can be defined as the degree of proximity to the user’s actual values to the expected values. Availability is defined as the percentage of time a customer can access the service. Interoperability is the ability of a service to interact with other services offered by same provider or other providers. Reliability can be defined as how a service operates without failure during a given time and condition. Confidentiality is an integral component of security. It ensures that the information stored on the cloud is protected against the unintended or unauthorized access. It is also defined as the percentage of authorized access. Data integrity is the assurance that the information kept on the cloud can only be
accessed and modified by the authorized one. It is also defined as the accuracy and consistency of the data. Privacy is defined as the state or condition of being free from being observed or disturbed by others. That is the information kept on the cloud should not be disturbed by others. Learnability is the capability of the service to enable the customers to learn how to use the service. Installability can be defined as the capability of the service to be installed in a specific environment. Easiness: It is the capability of the customers of being understood. That is how much the customers are aware about the service functionality. Adaptability is the ability of the service provider to adjust changes in the service based on the customer request and improves the usability of the software. Flexibility can be defined as the capability of being changed or adapted repeatedly without much expenditure. Portability can be defined as the capability of running over two or more services. Cloud computing environment has heterogeneous data centers where these QoS metrics can be improved by control measures of service providers.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Virtualization of resources have provided a better performance of services and fast availability of data through cloud computing techniques. In the paper authors have presented a quantitative approach to QoS in Cloud Computing that includes the characteristics and matrices of QoS in Cloud Computing. A review has been done in the direction to improve the Quality of Service parameters on cloud computing. Many methods and techniques are used for better response on the parameters that has vital role to enhance Quality of Service on cloud computing. The parameters need to be improved are the response time, cost optimality and power consumption of the data stored on cloud computing over the network. Future Work shall focus on improving the fast availability of data over the network to provide cost optimal services and improving power consumption, to optimize Quality of Services on Cloud Computing and other techniques to improve parameters of QoS in Cloud Computing. The authors are of the view that there is need to improve the quality of services on various measures, where security of data on cloud computing plays an important role to keep the data reliable without any threat.
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